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“To Err is Human – Building a Safer 

Health System”

 Seminal work released in 2000, estimated between 
44,000 – 98,000 patients died annually from 
preventable deaths in USA healthcare

 2013 estimates suggest > 400,000 patients now die 
annually in the USA from preventable deaths in 
healthcare

 “Speaking up in the face of a potential breach 
of patient safety is everyone’s business, rather 
than the responsibility of a few”

Reid, J. & Bromiley, M. (2012). Clinical human factors: the need to   
speak up to improve patient safety, Nursing Standard. 26, 35, 35-40





Just a Routine Operation:

How did this video make you feel?

What would you have done in this situation?

➢ What could have been improved?

➢ At the inquest, it was established that the nurses knew 

what needed to be done but “they didn’t know how to 

broach the subject….?”

➢ The doctors gave ‘no response’ when the nurse advised 

that a tracheostomy tray was in Theatre



What Prevents Us From Speaking Up?

➢ Hierarchy – questioning a Surgeon or Anaesthetist?

➢ Losing face – clarifying something then realising that you 

are wrong

➢ Age – feeling out of touch due to age / knowledge gaps

➢ Fatigue – ‘over it’ can’t be bothered anymore!

➢ Inexperienced – it doesn’t look right… but what would I 

know? Too inexperienced to ask the right questions?

➢ Off to Bali tomorrow! Hard to concentrate!



Barriers to Effective Communication:

➢ Poor communication

➢ Inadequate information / Withholding information

➢ Silence

➢ Bullying

➢ Anger 

➢ Fear

➢ Insecurity

➢ Perceived lack of knowledge



Discussion:

➢ Leadership

➢ Situational Awareness

➢ Prioritisation

➢ Decision making

➢ Communication

➢ Assertiveness

. 



Martin’s Wife Elaine Died…

➢ Martin wanted something positive to come from his 

wife’s death

➢ How can we better advocate for the patient our 

colleagues and ourselves?

➢ Can we leave our cultural ‘baggage’ 

and egos in the change room, and truly 

focus on the needs of the patient? 



Teamwork – The Essence of Theatre

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUsLoPKzY7g&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUsLoPKzY7g&feature=youtu.be


The Perioperative Team:

Common goals based on the organisation’s values, 
evidence-based practice, ACORN, RACS, ANZCA, 
Australian, National Standards

Team committment to excellent patient care

Shared understanding of the team’s purpose i.e. working 
together to provide safe patient care to achieve optimal 
outcomes

Do your new Graduate Nurses understand this… they’re 
straight out of University & have landed on planet 
Theatre!



Perioperative Teamwork Essentials

 Introduce each other – be welcoming; encourage 
colleagues to speak up, question and clarify 
any concerns e.g.

▪ Patient ID / fasting status

▪ Correct site / side of surgery

▪ Patient allergy status

▪ Equipment / instrumentation / prostheses

▪ Feeling unwell / overwhelmed 

▪ Breaches in asepsis

▪ Care of specimens



Tuckman’s Team Development              

Stages
 Teams evolve in stages:

• Forming

• Storming

• Norming

• Performing 

• Adjourning

Bruce Tuckman (1965)

 Highly relevant this century too…i.e. it’s the 
essence of reality TV!



Forming – Becoming Acquainted

 Depend on the Leader

 Initially formal and polite

 Establishing team aims / capabilities

 Unclear about individual roles / responsibilities

 Leader required to direct (otherwise rudderless)

 Members test boundaries and assess Leader’s 
tolerance



Storming: Settling Differences

 There can be difficulty gaining consensus 

 Team members may challenge Leader’s position

 Uncertainty and questioning

 Power struggles / arguments can occur

 Astute Leader assesses questions, identifies issues, explains 

rationales, negotiates and at times compromises

 The team must focus on the common goal to avoid 

emotional distractions 



Norming – Developing Cohesiveness  

Team consensus – language = ‘us,’ ‘our’

Respect for the Leader 

Multidisciplinary, sound decisions made 

Unified; strong commitment; support 

Team discuss, develop & improve processes

May socialise outside of work 



Performing – Have fun & get the 

work done!
 High level, strategically aware team

 Communicate pertinent information appropriately

 Shared vision & goals and trust each other

 Place team needs first / enjoy work

 High degree of autonomy / team members question 

practice, initiate ideas for improvement, debate and resolve 

disagreements

 Leader delegates and oversees



Adjourning – ‘Model’ Team:

 Examine processes

 Recognise / respect each other’s contribution

 Succession plan e.g. maternity leave; annual leave to 

ensure continuity of excellence

 Open communication & a strong sense of belonging

 Consistently provide outstanding outcomes

 Opportunity to role model and build / improve other 

teams



Thank you for Being Here:

 Have the courage to care: speak up, question, 
clarify and advocate for patients!

 Please share your skills and knowledge (& 
remember, new staff / graduates often don’t 
know what questions to ask)!

 Thank you for your professionalism and 
commitment!
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